The Golden Age of Decca London Phase 4f,ecordinrgs
Between 1962 and 1978, some five hundred records were issued on the Decca Phase
4label. Those recordings deserve special attention from record collectors for at least four
reasons.

First, despite (or perhaps because of) the controversy surrounding the recording
philosophy of those connected with the label, the sound to be heard on these discs is,
within its own terms, consistently of a high order.
Second, the label was in many ways adventurous and eclectic in the scope of the repertoire recorded. On Phase 4 can be heard firstclass film music from Psycho to Ben Hur;
electronic music (recorded in the early 1970s, remembefl; the best big band j^n lo be heard
outside the USA fted Heath); Massenet; lesser known Slavic music;as well, of course, as
the acres of Simple Music For Easy Listenen.
Third, Phase 4 preserved for us classic performances by important artists. Bemard Herrmann, lvan Davies, and Stokowski come immediately to mind.
Fourth, for all the cash box compilations of Viva Exotica for Lovers by Moonlight, Phase
4 did issue a number of imaginatively programmed discs, such as the notable Four Faces
ol Jazz album which brought together Wbill, Gershwin, Stravinsky, and Milhaud within one
sleeve and lves and Messiaen in another.
But it was the sound produced on these discs that raised the greatest interest. lt seemed as though those concerned went for maximum impact and maximum clarity of sound
and in both of these the engineers were successful. These qualities were gained at the
expense of depth of soundstage and natural perspectives, and achieved by the liberal use
of microphones. Even sg Phase 4 records are notable for being relatively tree of phase
anomalies and for having superb transient response, tremendous presence, superior precision of imaging, wide soundstaging, and stunning impact.
For all our adherence to the concept of achieving maximum recorded effect with the
minimum of technological interference, we need to look seriously at the achievements of
Phase 4 engineers and producers like Arthur Lilley, Arthur Bannister, and Tony DAmato
in creating a catalogue of diverse music captured in often hair-raising sound.t
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Four Faces of Jazz. London Festival Recording Ensemble, Bernard Herrmann (cond.). [Raymond Few (prod.); Arthur Bannister (eng.).] Decca PFS 4280.
This really is a superb record, both from the point of view of sound quality and of the
works contained on the disc released in 1973. Bernard Herrmann leads immaculate accounts of extracts from Weill's Three Penny OWra, Gershwin's Variations on "l Got Rhythm';
Stravinsky's Ragtime, and Milhaud's Crcation du Monde.
The sound is brilliant in its effect with precisely located imaging and a good sense of
overlapping of instruments. Because of the close placement of microphones, there is lit
tle impression of the actual hall; but there is-and this is one of the characteristics of
the Phase 4 sound- sufficient resonance and air around each instrument to create a satisfying acoustic envelope, and the sonic coherence of the ensemble is excellent.
As usual with Phase 4, transients are sharply etched and there is tremendous presence,

with the instruments seemingly lined up just in front of you, between you and the
loudspeakers.
There are anomalies, of course, like the tambourine taps that cover half of the back of
the (shallow) soundstage, but the effect is wonderful in its own way. The clarinet is particularly well recorded with a clear and highly dimensional sound, and there is a stunning
and enormous bowed bass in the Milhaud that has a gripping rasp oi bow on string butand here comes a weakness of the record-no really deep guts to the sound.
One of the very best Phase 4s.

'r
'Phr"r, cordings vrere lirstissued with an accompanying propaganda btttz that made tt cteat that
the fourth phase of Decca racording vwuld be adventures into multi-mlking, for maximum sonic imPact, on popular recordings.

'
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A Wagner Festival. New Philharmonia Orchestra, Carlos Paita (cond.).Fony DAmato
Arthur Lilley (eng.).] Decca PFS 4158.

(prod.);

Here's a winner!
Well, at least Side One is.
The recording of the "Prelude and Liebestod" from Tristan und lsolde is exceptional in
every way. The performance is superbly paced, allowing the music to unfold without haste
and with superb control of tension and emotion. The music "breathes' and gripped me
from start to finish.
It is not surprising to find that Faita-in this, his first recording, released in September
1969-was associated with Furtwangler. His reading of this work is in the style of that conductor (and also of Goodall). His performance compares well with those of both men.
The sound is superb, even by Phase 4 standards. The soundstage is both wide and deep.

lndeed, this almost sounds as though it had been recorded using the classic threemicrophone set-ug lmaging is sharp and precise, becoming congested only at the highest
dynamic level.
This is a glorious experience from every point of view.
Not so the Flying Dutchman Overture and the Prelude to Act 1 of Die Meistersinger, on
Side Two. Both performances, it seems to me, show signs of lack of rehearsal time and
the sound shows more peculiarities of perspective and imaging, even though it is spectacular in terms of the dimensionality and immediacy of brass and woodwind.
But the sound and performance of the "Prelude and Liebestod" make this an indispensible disc for any collector of absolute sounds.
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Debussy Fantasia. London Symphony Orchestra, New Philharmonia Orchestra, Stokowski
(cond.). [ony DAmato (prod.); Arthur Lilley (eng.).] Decca Ace of Diamonds SDD 455.
This disc contains a compilation of performances taken from other Phase 4 albums and
reissued on an Ace of Diamonds Phase 4 label and it makes a desirable collection: La MeC
La Cathedral engloutie and Prelude a l'apres midi d'un faune.
The performances are never less than interesting, though La Mer is gripping rather than
subtle; the Cathednl engloutie dark-hued and purposefully paced; the sensitive and delicate,
though large scaled Faune is spoiled by a 2Gfoot flute protruding out of the soundstage.
That soundstagg though, is large and atmospheric. The cellos are particularly well recorded in [a Mer, where they are spread out in front of the loudspeakers. Sonically, they glow
richly.
Strange about that oversized flute, because the accompanying solo violin is delicately
recorded in a natural perspective.
lf the rich recorded sound of the cellos is a positive feature of Phase 4 recordings, then
it's also true that a consistent weakness is the lack of true pianrssimos. This seems to
be because the microphones are placed too close to the instruments.
All of the usual bright, vivid Phase 4 sound is here, if not to quite the extent that can
be heard on others in the series.
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TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony No.5. New Philharmonia Orchestra, Stokowski (cond.). [Marty
Wargo (prod.); Arthur Lilley (eng.).] Decca PFS 4129.
Now here's a record-issued in January 1968-that burns brightty in terms of its sound
and there is a magnificent inevitability and authority, as well as a great flexibility and sensitivity about the interpretation. lt is difficult to resist being drawn into and gripped by this
lovely performancq whatever the textual liberties taken.
Stokowski brings to the music a wholly convincing Wagnerian nobility especially in the
slow second movement, which is an emotional sculpture in music. The pacing and rhythmic
changes in the finale are superbly handled.
As the great brass calls roll across the stage, it's evident tha! like the lristan, this is
one of the most successful of the Phase 4 orchestral recordings. The strings are lush, the
woodwinds placed with pinpolnt clarity. The sound has tremendous presence. With a fast
cartridge like the van den Hul Grado Signature 7 the sf string pizzicattisound like the snap
ot snare drums.

Slight graininess in the upper strings and the lack of lower bass do little to lessen the
impact of this record-a sensational experience.
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Strauss Waltzes London Philharmonic Orchestra, Antial Dorati (cond.). fl'ony D'Amato (prod.);
Arthur Lilley (eng.).1 Decca PFS 4117.

With this one (issued September 1967), I can't decide whether the readings of five of
Strauss Jr.'s waltzes are "cheerful" or whether they are 'Uriven". I am inclined towards the
latter, with patches of the former here and there. Either way, these are clear-eyed perfor'
mances which hare little truck with Viennese schmalta.There are lo\ely momentg especially
during the performance of 'Artist's Life'l but don't look for sentimentality here
On the other hand-spaciousness, resonance, immediacy, presence, imaging-all can
hardly be faulted, and for once on Phase 4, we hear decent bass. Not as tight and well'
focused as I might have wished; but the frequency range is wide and the sound vibrant.
So beautif ul does the zither sound with its crystalline transients that I feel churlish in
noting that, for once, Arthur Lilley hasn't achieved the sonic coherence heard on his other
recordings This zither has clearly waltzed into "Tales from the Vienna Woods' from some
other part of the forest.

Overall, I don't think that one can be disappointed in the quality of the sound. The tub
thumping climax to "Wing Women, and Song" is really quite wonderful, with the bass drum
rumbling away in the background.
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FMNCIC Symphony in D Minor. RAVEti Fanfare trom lleventail de Jeanne Hilversum Badio
Philharmonic Orchestra, Stokowski (cond.). [Marty Wargo (prod.); Arthur Lilley (eng.).I London SPC 21061.
This is the American pressing of PFS 4218 (issued in July
a bit of a disappointment.

1971)

and it's both good and

Ferhaps it was because Arthur Lilley was away from his usual recording venue in Kingsway

Hall, London, that this turned out to be sonically flawed, principally due to a distinct lack
of richness in the upper stings.
This fault is not immediately apparent, since the orchestra launches the Rarelwith sound
whose immediacy is phenomenal. We hear the crispest transients imaginable as precisely positioned brass and woodwind call to each other across the widest of soundstages.
There is a gorgeous final tam-tam burst that spreads across the back of that soundstage.
When the Symphony starts, however, it becomes svident that all is not wellwith the strings
The sound of the rest of the orchestra is still thrust foruvard, vibrant and full of impact.
The mid and upper brass is particularly powerfully recorded and the low brass sounds superh
ln contrast, the upper strings lack presence; and then, as we approach the first climax,
do I detect the gain being turned down?
Shame, Arthur!
Worse-or, and also-the performance is not one of Stokowski's best. lt sounds rushed. Hectic, rather than dramatic.
The folded sleeve of this issue is most attractive, glossy and svelte. For once, though,
Stokowski could not mold the orchestra to achieve his normal high gloss and expressive
ling nor could Arthur Lilley quite capture the all-around opulence of so many of his other
recordings.

But the sound of the brass and woodwind does make you sit up and take noticg that's

for sure.

-lIan

Payne

Polydor
VANGELIS: Opera Sauvage. Vangelis (elec-

tronic synthesizers). [Vangelis

(prod.).]

Folydor 2490-161.

Garllc and sapphlres ln the mud, eh?
There are indeed gems to be found amld
the dross and, have you noticed, HP finds
them all.
Rlght?
Well, most of them.
When on earth does the man have time
to listen to all the junk through which he
must sift to find the gleaming beauties?
Anyway, this record has been on HP's list
lor quite a whilg and no wonder.
It's certainly on my turntable and now I

can't get it off.
This is what reviewers search through all
those reground vinyl cardboard replicas for.
Thls is what makes lt all worth the while.

Vangelis has magicked

a disc of

full'

blooded, romantic electronic thusic in stunningly engineered sound.
This is a recording whose sound fills the
15 feet between the side walls of my rcom
and stretches in depth from just in front of
my nose, out of the window behind the
speakers, across the street, and through my
neighbor's front door.
ln other words:
Buy this.

Don't wait: don't dawdle: Run to Your
nearest vlny! lunk house and snap this one
uB switch on, and float off on a sea of elec'
tronlc wavas.
Soundstage0 Fabulous, as wlde and deep
as a mountaln lake.
lmaglng? You got lt. From wall to walland
floor to celllng-scuddlng, weavlng, rlppllng

across the room or static-each electronic
sound is placed precisely in the space and
with such presence and immediacy that you
could reach out your hand and grab the wave
as it ripples past your face
Frequency range? Flnally, I have to admlt
to a blemish among the perfections. The
sound does ngt have the depth of bass that

would have made the disc an unbeatable

glory. But oh! the harmonlc rlchness of the
sound makes me forget all about the bass.

This is all electronically (digitally?) gen'
erated muslc which was presumably fed

directly into the mixlng board and to the tape

machihe wlth not a microphone ln sight.
lf

pu

hated Chartots ot Fire for the mu.shy

pap that it was, fear not. This muslc has
more muscle than I've heard from Vangelis
beforq and more varlety, including a Greek

dance durlng "Flamant Rose" and lazzy

blues at the very end, and well, what about
the harp that maglcally translorms itself ln'

to a koto?
All of this, by the way, is magniflcently
rcproduced by the superb van den Hul Grado
Slgnature 7, a marrlage made ln Healon for
thls stunnlng record.
Buy the record.
Send your Grado to van den Hul.
Did you ever swim in sound before?
Oh ioy! What a way to drown!

-llan

Payne

Mercury

RESPIGHI: Ancient Dances and Airs for
[ute; Suiles 1,2,3. Philharmonia Hungarica,
Antal Dorati (cond.). [Wilma Cozart (prod.);
C.R. Fine (eng.).| Mercury AMS 16028; Mer'
cury "Magie du Son" 131.009 MSY.

lam sure that the indefatigable Sid Marks

has already pointed out somewhere in the
depths of his fascinating series that there
is a clear grouping of the sound quality to
be heard on Mercury records and that probably the simplest way for the general col'
lector to get a fix on that grouping is by
artist.
Thuq the best sounding generalcategory
includes those recordings made by Fen'

nell/Eastman Wind Ensemble; Hanson/-

Grosse Saal of the Wiener Konzerthaus in
1958 and the two issue numbers listed above
refer to an English and a French pressing of

the American (SR-90100).
On both pressingg the soundstage is rep-

Eastman-Rochester; Dorati/London Sym'

resented in the sort of natural width and
depth that one would expect to encounter

Those recods which lnclude Doratl or Faray
wlth the Minneapolis or Detroit Orchestra
have to be placed, sonlcally, in the second

though, has the edge for a slightly greater
feeling of spaciousnesg that iq of air around
the instruments. This is a characteristic that
was particularly well-reproduced during my
listening sessions with the GarrotUDecca
Gold cartridge.
The imaging is good on both pressings,
but the sense of presence is slightly more

phony Orchestra; Dorati/Philharmonia
Hungarlca. These are really the cream.

league.

And then therc are the supreme individual
achievements that fall into no particular ar'

tist

grouping, such as the magnificent
Janis/Kondrashin Prokofiev and Rachmani'
noff piano concerti.
It lollows, then, that thls Doratl/Phllhar'
monia Hungarica disc falls lnto the premler
sonic group The recording was made in the

in the hall itself. The French

pressing,

reticent on the British one and the transients

are also slightly smoother, whereas the
French is cleaner-edged with more detail and

bite to the string sound.
As one would expect from the simple (in
number, sophisticated in quality) microphone system used, the sonic cohesion is
excellent on both discs.
The frequency range captured the English

disc is not as great as can be heard on the
best of the Mercurys, but the Frcnch displays
slightly more extension of the upper frequencies. The bass on both is unfocused and not

as solid as on others in the series.'
I have concentrated on the relative sound
qualities of these two pressings, so I should
add that the performances are also pleasing, with plenty of elan in tho playing-and,

of

course, the music itself

is so very

attractive.

ln surn, the French pressing is to be
preferred, since the UK pressing tends to be
smooth and unspectacular, cut as it is at a

fairly low level. Even sq it, like the French
version, still displays an unforced musicality of sound that is hard to beat these days.
And do try a GarrotUDecca cartridge on
these Mercurys; they were made for one
another.

-tP
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not

on the American original.

ORFF: Carmina Burana. HINDEMITH: Sym-

phonic Metamorpiosis. Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus, Robert Shaw (cond.),
Judith Blegen (soprano), Hakan Hagegard
(baritone), William Brown (tenofl. [Robert
Woods (prod.); Jack Renner (eng.).lTelarc DG
10056/57.

This is a brow-furrowing record. Shortly
after setting the stylus down on the disc I
grimaced and jumped up. from my seat in
order to try two or three of my reference records just to make sure tha! everything was
okay with my system.
Everything was
But it isn't with this record. lt's like trying
to listen through a fiberglass blanket, everything is so-so laid back, so recessed and
lacking in presence.
lmages are clear but soft centered. So are

the transients.

Hazy-maybe that's the word that I'm
for-as though a film of muslin

looking

gauze had been placed over the sonics.
As might be expected from the straightforward microphone setup used by Telarc, the
sonic cohesion is good and the soloists are
placed in a believable relationship to the orchestra and chorus.
have admired the achievements ol
Robert Shaw over the yearc, but this interpretation of Orff's colorful masterpiece is not

I

one of them. The quality of softness and
lightness has oozed into the performance it
self where it has mixed with an inappropriate
sweetness to produce moments like Judith
Blegen's lovely and timorous singing of "ln
Trutina' which sounds like something composed by Puccini. Similarly, Hagegard's singing of "Estuans lnterius" is made to sound
like something Verdi left out of la Traviata
and I cannot believe that was what Orff
intended.
And I could only wince at Jeffrey M. Duban's new translation, which contains such
gems as'Alack, alack, now roasted black
from side to sida Slowly l'm turned by the

Maitre d'. ..':
Nor did the performance of Hindemith's
Metamorphosls grip my attention as I sat
there with furrowed brow muttering:
That is not it at all
That is not what [is] meant at all.
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FEI-CIANO: G/osso/a lia; ln Celebration ot
Golden Rain.' HARRISON: Gending Pak
Chokro. Ensemble Berkeley Gamelan, Richard Felciano and Daniel Schmidt (conductors). [Charles Fisher (prod. and eng.).] Cambridge Records CRS 2560.

As a composer of integrated computer
and natural sounds, Felciano has nothing of
the graceful aesthetic quality of Hanley

Jackson. Thus G/ossolalia for electronic

tape, percussion, baritone, and organ is not
in the same league of musicalattractiveness
as, say, either Jackson's Spires
Lux

or

Aeterna.
Nevertheless, as a purely sonic exercise,
Glossolalia has its moments, especially the
rolling waves of deep bass organ (including
the sound of its bellows) and the purity of
the bells.
Lou Harrison, on the other hand, has composed some of the most consistently beau.
tiful music of this century. One day Reference Recordings or the like (is there a like?)
will produce the quality of sound that a recording of a gamelan deserves-but this is

not it.
The sleeve photograph shows what seems
to be a basic two microphone set-up; but the
actual sound on the record is that of a flat

soundstage, undetermined perspectivelacking in ambience and dynamic rangeoh, dear, this lovely music needs more "life"

to its sound.

Musically, ln Celebration of Golden Rain
is much more successful-more tightly constructed, more closely argued-and sonically it is successful where the Harrison is not.
The recorded sound is harmonically rich,

with a wide frequency range and an

ap-

preciable depth of soundstage. Congratula-

tions to Cambridge records for printing a
plan of the instrumental layout.
This recording begins to suggest what
could be achieved with a recording of a
gamelan. The final, long drawn out, complex

forte chord will test the resolving ability of
your cartridge. My van den Hul boron cantilevered Grado Signature 3 sailed through
this particular test.
But what the heck is going on behind the
inal gamelan chords-preecho? postecho?
symphonic vibrations?
f

Strange.

But well worth a listen.
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'tt V* guys think I have something to say, you
owrestimate my nerye, though not my wil.

